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In this paper, we detail the thermodynamics of two-flavor nonlocal Polyakov–Nambu–Jona-Lasinio
models for different parametrizations of the quark interaction regulators. The structure of the model is
upgraded in order to allow for terms in the quark self-energy that violate Lorentz invariance due to
the presence of the medium. We examine the critical properties, the phase diagram, and the equation
of state. Furthermore, some aspects of the Mott effect for pions and sigma mesons are discussed explicitly
within a nonlocal Polyakov–Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model. In particular, we continued the meson polari-
zation function in the complex energy plane. Under certain approximations we were able to extract the
imaginary part as a function of the meson energy. We were not able to calculate the dynamical meson mass
and therefore resorted to a technical study of the temperature dependence of the meson width by replacing
the meson energy with the temperature-dependent spatial meson mass. Our results show that, while the
temperature behavior of the meson widths is qualitatively the same for a wide class of covariant regulators,
the special case in which the nonlocal interactions are introduced via the instanton liquid model singles out
with a drastically different behavior.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Temperatures and densities in heavy ion collisions are
well above the point at which hadrons maintain their
identity. Experimental data from the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC) and LHC provide strong evidence that,
beyond a certain temperature, low-energy QCD forms a
strongly coupled quark-gluon plasma (QGP) phase [1,2],
behaving almost like a perfect fluid of deconfined quark
and gluon degrees of freedom. Future facilities like
Nuclotron-based Ion Collider Facility at JINR and
Facility for Antiproton and Ion Research at GSI will com-
plement these results by studying the region of extreme
densities, thereby allowing a detailed account on the whole
QCD phase diagram [3,4]. Recent reviews on the phase dia-
gram are given, e.g., in Refs. [5,6].
A strongly interacting theory can be fully addressed in
lattice simulations. At present, thermodynamic properties
of lattice QCD can be calculated for physical quark masses
(for latest results of the Wuppertal–Budapest group, see
Ref. [7]). This leads to the important result, already
observed several years ago [8,9], that the lattice data below
and including the pseudocritical temperature are described
by the hadron resonance gas model [10]. These findings are
now well established [11].
Because of the sign problem, lattice calculations are
still restricted to a narrow range of finite baryon number
chemical potential dictated by the convergence radius of
Taylor expansion techniques at μ ¼ 0. On the other hand,
in continuum studies, concentrated on the low-energy chi-
ral quark sector, a tremendous amount of work has been
accomplished in exploring the whole QCD phase diagram.
These studies can be roughly separated into classes ranging
from the Nambu–Jona Lasinio (NJL) model with local
quark interactions [12,13] (see the reviews [14–17] for
application to quark matter) to the more fundamental
approach to QCD making use of the tower of integral
equations for the n-point functions of Euclidean QCD,
the Dyson–Schwinger equation (DSE) approach [18–20].
Quark DSEs usually operate on the level of modelling
an effective gluon propagator for describing the non-
perturbative interaction between quarks and neglecting
the ghosts (global color model; see Ref. [21]), although
a more complete approach is also being developed; see,
e.g., Ref. [22].
A separable form of the quark-quark interaction [23–27]
bridges the gap between the two approaches, NJL and DSE,
giving rise to a nonlocal NJL (nl-NJL) model [28–31]. With
this development, the quark propagator entails a dynamical
mass and wave function renormalization as is well known
from lattice QCD studies; see Ref. [32]. As an additional
effect, poles of the quark propagator can be absent from the
real axes [24,25,33]. It is well known that the appearance
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of, e.g., complex conjugate mass poles (CCMPs) in the
propagator provides sufficient criteria for confinement
[18,19,24,25,33–36]. Furthermore, nonlocal models do
not require additional cutoffs [37] and find no problem
in treating anomalies [38]. An alternative way to introduce
the nonlocality is inspired by the instanton liquid model
(ILM) [24,25,39–42].
Recently, the nl-NJL model was generalized by coupling
its chiral quark sector to the Polyakov loop (PL) variable
with an appropriate model for the PL potential [43–51].
The most advanced of these nonlocal Polyakov–Nambu–
Jona-Lasinio (nl-PNJL) approaches address both scalar
and vector quark self-energies, like the QCD DSEs do.
It has been demonstrated that these approaches can be
embedded in a scheme that aims toward a first principle
derivation of a low-energy QCD description capable of
addressing both confinement and chiral symmetry breaking
crossover transitions [52].
The field-theoretic formulation of such nl-PNJL
models provides a natural starting point for developing
them further beyond the mean field level to address in
particular mesonic correlations1 [43,45,47,50]. The effec-
tive mesonic action obtained by integrating out the quark
degrees of freedom reveals its coupling constants as non-
local vertices. For example, to Gaussian order of the expan-
sion of the fermion determinant, the meson fields can be
integrated out, and the result defines complex meson
propagators in the rainbow-ladder approximation. Masses
and widths that encode information on the medium
modification of mesons by the underlying quark-antiquark
substructure can be extracted. Therefore, the nl-PNJL and
quark (and gluon) models in general are in an interesting
position to properly account for the degrees of freedom
in both the hadron and the QGP phases, with the under-
lying physical mechanism for the vanishing of hadronic
states from the spectrum in the QGP phase being their
dissolution in the continuum of scattering states (the Mott
effect) [55–62].
In the present work, we are going to develop the
nl-PNJL approach further in three directions. First, we
extend the model with wave function renormalization
(WFR) in a simple way such that it accommodates the
medium-induced Lorentz symmetry breaking (LSB) in
the quark propagator invariants. To observe the magni-
tude of LSB, selected thermodynamic quantities are dis-
played together with the scenario that employs only
Lorentz symmetric current-current interactions [48,51].
More precisely, we compute the quark mean fields at
finite temperature and observe that Lorentz symmetry
is heavily broken around and above Tc. In addition,
we fill a gap in the literature by providing some analytic
estimates on the effect of WFR and LSB on the critical
properties of nonlocal as well as local NJL models.
Second, we investigate the role of the PL coupling in
this context. A strong effect of WFR and LSB is to be
seen above the chiral pseudocritical temperature Tc.
This leads us to consider the equation of state (EoS)
for quark matter, as correlations above could help main-
tain the EoS well below the Stefan–Boltzmann value
even for temperatures up to 0.6–0.8 GeV as observed
in lattice QCD [7]. We use three sets of parametrizations
for nonlocality provided in Ref. [48]. We demonstrate
here for the first time that the behavior of the EoS is
much more similar to the one measured in lattice
QCD simulations in all these cases only when coupled
to the PL.
In our study of LSB, we find that, even though the
Lorentz covariance of the propagator is drastically broken
above Tc, the bulk thermodynamic properties remain prac-
tically untouched. The critical line in the phase diagram
and, especially, the critical end point (CEP), as well as
the EoS, are affected very little by LSB.
Finally, we develop our model beyond the mean field
by taking into account Gaussian fluctuations of the pion
and sigma mesons. One novel result is a closed formula
for the imaginary part of the meson polarization loop
extracted at zero meson momenta, leading to the meson
width. By calculating also the meson masses, we are able
to make an exploratory study of the Mott effect in a
nl-PNJL. Our results are of technical nature exposing
a surprising sensitivity to the specific form of the
nonlocal interactions. Whereas both the standard nonlo-
cal interaction, inspired by the separable DSE model,
and the one inspired by the ILM, are equivalent on
the mean-field level, the treatment of fluctuations is
somewhat different; see, e.g., Ref. [40]. We find that
this difference leads to dramatically different results
for the meson widths: in the former case the widths
start rising but drop to zero in the high-temperature
regime, whereas, in the latter case, they are monotonous
functions of the temperature.
We organize this paper as follows. In Sec. II, the nl-NJL
model is shorty reviewed, in order to introduce LSB terms.
Critical properties are discussed in Sec. III, notably the CEP
and the phase diagram, followed by results for the EoS in
Sec. IV. Thermodynamics beyond the mean field is devel-
oped in Sec. V, whereby details of the mathematical formal-
ism in obtaining the in-medium mesonic polarization
function are separated in the Appendix. In Sec. VI, we
present our conclusions from the results of these
investigations.
II. SETTING UP THE MODEL
Starting point of our investigation is the Euclidean action
functional of the nl-NJL model [48]
1The description of diquark [53] and baryonic [54] correlations
in matter have so far been developed to the level of the nl-NJL
approach without coupling them to the PL.
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SE ¼
Z
d4x

q¯ð−i∂=þmÞq
−GS
2
½jSaðxÞjSaðxÞ þ jpðxÞjpðxÞ

; (1)
with currents
jSaðxÞ ¼
Z
d4zgðzÞq¯

xþ z
2

Γaq

x − z
2

;
jpðxÞ ¼
Z
d4zfðzÞq¯

xþ z
2

i∂=↔
2κp
q

x − z
2

;
(2)
where Γa ¼ ð1; iγ5τÞ, and τ are Pauli matrices. When cal-
culating the EoS and the meson properties (see Secs. IVand
V, respectively), we will be interested also in a version of
the nl-PNJL inspired by the ILM model. In this case, only
the jSaðxÞ current is present in the action (1) in the form
jSaðxÞ ¼
Z
d4yd4zrðy − xÞrðx − zÞq¯ðyÞΓaqðzÞ: (3)
We work with Nf ¼ 2, q ¼ ðu; dÞT. The symbol ∂
↔
μ pro-
vides a shorthand for
ψðxÞ∂↔μφðyÞ ¼ ψðxÞ ∂φðyÞ∂yμ −
∂ψðxÞ
∂xμ φðyÞ:
The definite shapes of the regulators gðzÞ, fðzÞ, or rðzÞ
in the ILM case will be provided below in momentum
space. Physically, they can be thought of as mimicking
effective nonlocal 4-quark interactions, or alternatively
as wave functions of quark-antiquark correlations (see,
e.g., Ref. [63]).
Finite temperature and chemical potential are introduced
via the Matsubara formalism [64] analogous to the case of
the local NJL model [14–17]. The thermodynamic potential
in a mean-field approximation is
Ω ¼ Ωcond þ Ωkin; (4)
Ωcond ¼
1
2GS
ðσ21 þ κ2pσ22Þ; (5)
Ωkin ¼ −
dq
4
T
X∞
n¼−∞
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3 trD log ½S
−1ð ~pnÞ; (6)
where trD is the Dirac trace, and dq ¼ 2 × 2 × Nc × Nf.
The regularization of this divergent quantity is performed
as in Ref. [48], providing Ωreg. The full quark propagator is
S−1ð ~pnÞ ¼ −ðγ · ~pnÞAð ~p2nÞ þ Bð ~p2nÞ; (7)
where ~p2n ¼ p2 þ ~ω2n, ~ωn ¼ ωn − iμ, ωn ¼ ð2nþ 1ÞπT,
with dressing functions
Aðp2Þ ¼ 1þ σ2fðp2Þ; (8)
Bðp2Þ ¼ mþ σ1gðp2Þ; (9)
encoding the effect of the background fields (σ1, σ2).
For the ILM, the thermodynamic potential on the
mean-field level takes the same form, provided that only
the scalar channel is kept, i.e., Aðp2Þ ¼ 1, and a replace-
ment gðp2Þ → r2ðp2Þ is performed.
This kind of quark propagator is very typical for DSE
studies as, e.g., in Ref. [18]. The closest analogy is provided
using the separable kernel for the gluon propagator, as in
Refs. [25–27]. Then, one can start from the rainbow-ladder
approximation [18] of the Cornwall–Jackiw–Tomboulis
two-particle-irreducible effective action [65] of the quark
sector and introduce a separable gluon propagator in order
to obtain an expression [49] constructively very similar
to Eq. (4).
The regulators specified in Refs. [46,48] are dubbed set
A (Gaussian, without WFR), set B (Gaussian, with WFR),
and set C (Lorentzian, with WFR) as described below. As a
shorthand, we also adopt the terminology of separable
models as used in Refs. [27,49], referring to models with-
out WFR as rank 1 and to those with WFR as rank 2. The
three regulator sets are defined as
gðp2Þ ¼ exp ð−p2=Λ20Þ
fðp2Þ ¼ 0

ðset AÞ; (10)
gðp2Þ ¼ exp ð−p2=Λ20Þ
fðp2Þ ¼ exp ð−p2=Λ21Þ

ðset BÞ; (11)
gðp2Þ ¼ 1þαz
1þαzfzðp2Þ
αmfmðp2Þ−mαzfzðp2Þ
αm−mαz
fðp2Þ ¼ 1þαz
1þαzfzðp2Þ fzðp
2Þ
9=
; ðset CÞ; (12)
where
fmðp2Þ ¼
h
1þ ðp2=Λ20Þ3=2
i−1
; (13)
fzðp2Þ ¼ ½1þ p2=Λ21−5=2; (14)
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and αm ¼ 309 MeV, αz ¼ −0.3. For the ILM model, we
have
rðp2Þ ¼ exp ð−p2=2Λ20Þ
fðp2Þ ¼ 0

ðILMÞ: (15)
All the parameter sets are summarized in Table I.
A. Lorentz symmetry breaking by the medium
As the medium presents a distinct reference frame,
Lorentz symmetry is broken. Effects of this breaking are
revealed in the richer tensor structures for the Green’s func-
tions of the theory, notably the propagators. Here, we
explore the possibility of splitting the WFR term in the
quark propagator. This is a very well-known effect in
DSE studies at finite temperatures and chemical potentials
[66,67], see also Ref. [18], through which, for example, the
possible existence of plasmino modes above Tc can be
explored [68,69].
The residual Oð3Þ symmetry of the medium allows the
following structure of the quark propagator2:
S−1ð ~pnÞ ¼ −ðγ · pÞAð ~p2nÞ − γ4 ~ωnCð ~p2nÞ þ Bð ~p2nÞ: (16)
It is clear that a covariant nl-NJL model interaction
jpðxÞjpðxÞ, see Eq. (1), can only yield Cðp2Þ ¼ Aðp2Þ
(9). To take into account also the more general possibil-
ity Aðp2Þ ≠ Cðp2Þ, we break the Oð4Þ symmetry to
Oð3Þ in the interaction itself by modifying the jpðxÞ
channel
jpjp → jpjp þ jp4jp4; (17)
where
jpðxÞ ¼
Z
d4zfðzÞq¯

xþ z
2

i∇↔γ
2κp
q

x − z
2

; (18)
jp4ðxÞ ¼
Z
d4zfðzÞq¯

xþ z
2

i∂4
↔
γ4
2κp4
q

x − z
2

; (19)
with the couplings κp and κp4 regulating the strength of
each term. This modification now preserves only Oð3Þ
symmetry and alters the thermodynamic potential (6).
The condensate term Ωcond becomes
Ωcond →
1
2GS
ðσ2B þ κ2pσ2A þ κ2p4σ2CÞ; (20)
while the quark propagator in Ωkin goes to Eq. (16). In
discussing the effects of LSB, we use for the mean
fields the same nomenclature as in Ref. [18], i.e.,
σiði ¼ A;B;CÞ, in order to differentiate from σ1;2 of
the Lorentz symmetric (LS) case. Cðp2Þ is yet another
quark dressing function symbolizing the breakdown of
Oð4Þ symmetry Cðp2Þ ¼ 1þ σCfðp2Þ.
Full correspondence with the separable DSE studies in,
e.g., Refs. [27,49], is obtained by using κ2p=κ2p4 ¼ 3. To
restore the Oð4Þ symmetric form (6) in the vacuum, we
must have κ2p ¼ 3κ2p=4, κ2p4 ¼ κ2p=4.
B. Polyakov loop
The PL [71] Φ (and its conjugate Φ¯) represents a non-
perturbative pure-glue vacuum response to an infinitely
heavy “probe” quark (antiquark). As such, it stands for
an order parameter for confinement in accordance with
the spontaneous breaking of center symmetry of the gauge
group SUð3Þc. However, the center symmetry is strictly
broken with dynamical quarks winding around the thermal
circle as they are bound to respect the antiperiodic boun-
dary conditions.
The PL is introduced as the color trace over a position-inde-
pendent timelike gluon background field φ3 in the Polyakov
gauge [71], Φ ¼ ½1þ 2 cosðφ3=TÞ=Nc, which modifies the
Matsubara frequencies ~ωn¼ωn−iμþλ3φ3, depending on
the color state. In the thermodynamic potential, the color trace,
as well as the Dirac trace, becomes nontrivial,
Ωkin ¼ − dq
12
T
X∞
n¼−∞
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3 trD;C log S
−1ð ~pnÞ: (21)
The unregularized mean field thermodynamic potential is
then augmented by a gluon mean field potential UðΦ; TÞ to
become
Ω ¼ Ωcond þΩkin þ UðΦ; TÞ; (22)
TABLE I. Parameter sets A–C and the ILM model as used in
this work. For further details on sets A–C, see Refs. [46,48], and
for the ILM model, see Ref. [40].
Set A Set B Set C ILM
m [MeV] 5.78 5.7 2.37 5.8
Λ0 [GeV] 0.752 0.814 0.850 0.902
GSΛ20 20.65 32.03 20.818 15.82
Λ1 [GeV]    1.034 1.400.0   
κp [GeV]    4.180 6.034   
2Here, we have two vectors at our disposal: the momentum
of the particle and the momentum of the medium. Therefore,
there may be, in principle, medium-induced tensor forces
(see, e.g., Ref. [70]), giving rise to a σμν term in the propa-
gator. To get this term, one should include a tensor channel in
the NJL model, a possibility that we do not consider in this
work.
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where we choose the logarithmic form of the PL potential
UðΦ; TÞ introduced in Ref. [72],
UðΦ;TÞ¼

−1
2
aðTÞΦ2þbðTÞlnð1−6Φ2þ8Φ3−3Φ4Þ

T4;
(23)
with aðTÞ ¼ a0 þ a1ðT0=TÞ þ a2ðT0=TÞ2, bðTÞ ¼
b3ðT0=TÞ3. The corresponding parameters are a0 ¼ 3.51,
a1 ¼ −2.47, a2 ¼ 15:22, and b3 ¼ −1.75. In the present
work, we set T0 ¼ 0.27 GeV.
C. Physical meaning of the mean fields
The σB mean field is closely related to the quark
condensate hq¯qi signalling chiral symmetry breaking.
Although in the nl-NJL the mass is a dynamical quantity,
depending on quark momentum, σB is usually referred to
as the mass gap.
The “derivative” mean fields, σA and σC, provide the
quark propagator with a nonzeroWFR as seen on the lattice
as well as in DSE models. It is very useful to consider the
NJL-like limit of the model with fðp2Þ → θðΛ20 − p2Þ and
gðp2Þ→ θðΛ20 − p2Þ. The NJL thermodynamic potential
with WFR and LSB can be simply obtained from the
one without the WFR given in, e.g., Ref. [17]. While
Ωcond can be directly taken from Eq. (20), the kinetic part
is the quasiparticle Fermi gas,
Ωkin ¼ − dq
2
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3
n
Eþ T log½1þ e−βðE−μÞ
þ T log½1þ e−βðEþμÞ
o
; (24)
where E is given by
v2qpp2 − E2 þm2qp ¼ 0; (25)
and
vqp ¼
A0
C0
¼ 1þ σA
1þ σC
; mqp ¼
B0
C0
¼ mþ σB
1þ σC
; (26)
where A0 ¼ Að0Þ, B0 ¼ Bð0Þ, and C0 ¼ Cð0Þ. The values
1=A0 and 1=C0 represent WFR. Furthermore, causality
requires vqp ≤ 1 (the speed of light) leading to σA ≤ σC.
This is the first physical manifestation of LSB encoded
in the full numerical solutions in the following sections.
The most important use of the PL in NJL models is to
suppress quark excitations at low temperatures. In covariant
nl-NJL models, remnants of the quark excitations are still
present in the complex plane in the confining phase, lead-
ing to unphysical thermodynamic behavior. The PL then
acts to strongly suppress such states from being thermally
excited [73]; see also Sec. IVA.
III. CRITICAL PROPERTIES
In this section, we discuss the effect of the wave function
renormalization on the critical coupling for chiral sym-
metry breaking and the chiral restoration temperature.
We restrict ourselves to discuss only sets A–C; the ILM
model will become important in the following sections.
The following analytical estimates are restricted to the chi-
ral limit and to the case without the PL. Next, solutions of
the gap equations with and without LSB effects will be
compared. Results show that LSB is more profound around
the chiral restoration, in accordance with Ref. [27]. Finally,
the influence of LSB on the phase diagram and on the CEP
is calculated.
A. Critical coupling analysis
In this subsection, we work in the chiral limitm ¼ 0. The
onset of the chiral transition is controlled by the strength of
the scalar channel GS. For the local NJL with a standard
three-dimensional (3D) cutoff Λ0, the critical value for
the coupling is [74]
GcSΛ
2
0 ¼
8π2
dq
: (27)
One can easily show that the effect of a constant WFR
amounts to
GcSΛ
2
0 ¼
8π2
dq
A20; (28)
where the term A0 ¼ 1þ σ2 > 1 leads to an increase in the
critical coupling.
In rank-1 Gaussian models, we quote [30] the result
GcSΛ
2
0 ¼ 4 × 8π2=dq, while for rank-2 Gaussian models,
(set B) one can obtain a similar expression,
GcSΛ
2
0 ¼ 4
8π2
dq
1
ρ

σ2;
Λ2
0
Λ2
1
 ; (29)
where
ρða; xÞ ¼ 2
Z
∞
0
dy
ye−y2
ð1þ ae−xy2=2Þ2
¼ 1 − 2a
1þ x
2
þ 3a
2
1þ xþ    ; (30)
and Λ0 and Λ1 are the scales of the appropriate regulators;
see Eqs. (10)–(15). The second equality provides an expan-
sion in σ2, valid for σ2 < 1. Then, ρ < 1, and we have
ðGcSΛ20Þrank-2 > ðGcSΛ20Þrank-1, concluding that the critical
coupling is in principle always larger for rank 2 than for
rank 1. This is in accord with the above simplified NJL
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scenario. If we are to use some reasonable values, say
Λ0 ≃ Λ1 and σ2 ∼ 0.5, we have ρ≃ 0.6.
B. Critical line in the phase diagram
Let us now proceed to approximate the influence of
wave function renormalization on Tc. In the local model
[74], as well as the rank-1 nl-NJL model [30], this is simply
given as
Tc ¼

24
dq

1
GcS
− 1
GS

1=2
; (31)
with GcS given by their respective values.
With WFR, the analysis is very similar. The quark loop
that needs to be evaluated is
∂2Ωkin
∂σ2B
				
σB¼0
¼−dqT
X∞
n¼−∞
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3
g2ðp2nÞ
p2A2ðp2nÞþω2nC2ðp2nÞ
:
(32)
We first study a slightly simplified scenario with
Aðp2Þ ¼ Cðp2Þ. Then, the denominator as a function of
z ¼ iωn has simple poles at p. For rank 1, these are
the only poles. For rank 2 set B, there is also an infinite
tower of double poles when A2ð−z2 þ p2Þ ¼ 0. We ignore
them at this point, by assuming they have a significant
effect only after Tc; see Sec. IV. By explicitly evaluating
the Matsubara sum, as well as the momenta integral, we
obtain
Tc ≃ A0

24
dq

1
GcS
− 1
GS

1=2
; (33)
with GcS given by Eq. (29).
If we suppose that GS in rank 2 is scaled to GS in rank 1,
just like it is true for GcS [see Eq. (29)], and that also, for
simplicity, cutoff scales Λ0 are the same, we conclude that
ðTcÞrank-2 ≃ A0ρ1=2

σ2;
Λ20
Λ21

ðTcÞrank-1;
where ρða; xÞ is given in Eq. (30). As ρ < 1 and A0 > 1,
there occurs a compensation, producing roughly the same
temperature as in rank 1. Taking actual values for set B
[46,48], we obtain ðTcÞrank-2 ≃ 1.08ðTcÞrank-1.
The first nontrivial effect of LSB on Tc can be estab-
lished by studying Eq. (32) for poles vqpp. It is an easy
task to show that
ðTcÞLSBrank-2 ≃ v1=2qp ðTcÞLSrank-2; (34)
where ðTcÞLSrank-2 is provided by the previous equation.
Therefore, LSB leads to a decrease of the critical
temperature.
Introducing the chemical potential can lead to a change
in the critical behavior— from second order at low μ to
a first-order transition at high μ. We ask for a simplest
possible analytic estimate on the effect of WFR and
LSB on the phase transition line and on the CEP.
Therefore, we will show explicit analytic results only in
the local NJL limit. A high-temperature expansion [75]
of Eq. (24) leads to a Landau form of the thermodynamic
potential, i.e.,
Ω≃− 1
2
DðT; μÞσ2B þ
1
4
FðT; μÞσ4B: (35)
The Landau coefficients, DðT; μÞ and FðT; μÞ, are
DðT; μÞ ¼ − 1
GS
þ 1
v3qp
1
C20
1
GcS
þ dq
8π2
T2
v3qp

π2
3
þ μ
2
T2

1
C20
;
(36)
FðT; μÞ≃ dq
8π2
1
v3qp

log
Λ0
2πT
þ γ − 1
þ 7
2
ζð3Þ

μ
2πT

2

1
C40
; (37)
with GcS given by Eq. (27). We should warn that, while
Eq. (36) is exact, in Eq. (37) we restrict ourselves only
to the first nontrivial term in the μ=T expansion [75].
Requiring DðT; μÞ ¼ 0 gives us the behavior of the
critical line TcðμÞ at μ=T ≪ 1. A canonical form is
established by
TcðμÞ
Tcð0Þ
¼ 1 − κ

μ
TcðμÞ

2
; (38)
whereκdenotesthecurvatureof thecritical line.Theimportance
of this quantity lies in the fact that it can bemeasured on the lat-
tice;see,e.g.,Ref.[76].Wecanimmediatelyseethatintroducing
WFR, as well as LSB, does not change the curvature, the latter
being simply κ ¼ 3=π2. The same can be conjectured also for
the nonlocal rank-1models because themedium component of
Eq. (36) isgovernedbythesingularitiesof thequarkpropagator.
Atσ1 ¼ 0, thenonlocal rank-1modelhas thesamesingularities
as the local one. However, as was already mentioned, rank-2
models have additional singularities in the WFR term; see
Eq. (32), which might then alter the medium part in Eq. (36).
In fact, a full numerical study [77] shows that the general effect
ofWFRistoincreaseκ.Fromthephysicalpointofview,thisisto
be expected, since the singularities effectively act as additional
“degrees of freedom.”
The CEP can be inferred by simultaneously requiring
DðT; μÞ ¼ 0 and FðT; μÞ ¼ 0. Restricting to keep only
the ∼ðμ=TÞ2 term in Eq. (37) limits the discussion some-
what by excluding a possible low-T, high-μ CEP. On the
other hand, by inserting Eq. (36) into Eq. (37), we are lead
to a simple condition on TCEP,
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− log TCEP
Λ0
þ 7ζð3Þ
24
T2cð0Þ
T2CEP
¼ 7ζð3Þ
24
þ logð2πÞ þ 1− γ≡R;
(39)
which can be easily analyzed. Now, we may estimate
the influence of WFR and LSB on the CEP. First of
all, the right-hand side of the last equation is a pure number,
R≃ 2.61. Second, since we know that Tcð0Þ≃ v1=2qp TLSc ð0Þ,
the quadratically divergent term will be somewhat stronger,
further decreasing TCEP. If we take this term to be the dom-
inant one, we obtain
TLSBCEP ≃ v1=2qp TLSCEP ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
7ζð3Þ
24R
r
v1=2qp TLSc ð0Þ≃ 0.37v1=2qp TLSc ð0Þ.
(40)
Within this approximation, there is no influence of the
LS version of the WFR channel on the CEP. On the
other hand, we may conclude that the first estimate
on the influence of the LSB on the CEP is that the
CEP goes to lower T and, consequently, to higher μ.
Owing to the fact that the presented analysis is rather
crude, and formally confined to μ=T ≪ 1, we conclude
that deviations might be even larger and get further
increased in the rank-2 nonlocal case. A full numerical
study in nonlocal models, see, e.g., Refs. [48,77], sup-
ports this conjecture.
C. Splitting of σA and σC and the phase diagram
In Sec. II A, we argued for the possibility of the most
general structure of the quark propagator (16). The numeri-
cal results obtained from the minimization of the thermo-
dynamic potential are shown in Fig. 1. By comparing the
mass gaps, it is plain that there is barely an influence.
On the contrary, in Fig. 1, there is a clear difference
between the σA and σC mean fields defining a region in
which Oð4Þ symmetry is violated. This difference is a
reflection of the R3 × S1 structure of the spacetime mani-
fold and was already observed in DSE separable model
studies, e.g., Refs. [27,78]. At low temperatures, the ther-
mal circle S1 is large, and Lorentz symmetry is approxi-
mately valid. With the increase in the temperature, σA
and σC split, the difference is starting to be pronounced
around the phase transition as the gap equations form a
coupled system. Namely, since around the phase transition
the mass gap suffers a significant drop, this must be
reflected in changes of the gaps σA and σC. We see
that the particular behavior of the mean fields is “causal,”
governing the inequality σA < σC.
From Fig. 1, we conclude that the splitting is much
stronger for set B; in the region 0.2GeV≲T≲0.6GeV,
σC develops a pronounced peak, whereas σA monotonously
descends. The value of σ2 in the LS case can then be under-
stood to provide a “mean value” between these two behav-
iors. The most distinct characteristic of the mean fields in
set C is the finite value of σA and σC, referring to highly
nonperturbative quarks even at T ≈ 1 GeV.
The phase diagrams in this model for sets A, B, and C
were presented in Ref. [48]. We are interested in the effect
of the splitting of σA − σC on the phase transition line, most
notably on the position of the CEP.
The order parameter of chiral symmetry breaking is the
quark condensate
hq¯qi ¼ ∂Ωreg∂m : (41)
The pseudocritical temperature Tc in the crossover
transition region is conveniently defined as in Ref. [48],
with the temperature at which the chiral susceptibility χ ¼
∂hq¯qi=∂m is maximal. For the first-order region, the point
at which the chirally broken and chirally restored solution
of the gap equation have the same value of the thermody-
namic potential defines the transition point in the phase dia-
gram. This way, a curve TcðμÞ in the T − μ plane is
provided.
Even though the mass gap is practically identical in both
setups, see Fig. 1, the quark condensate is also affected by
σA and σC; thereby, some difference in the critical line is to
be anticipated. However, we do not expect the actual
change to be drastic, as the condensate is mostly driven
by the value of the mass gap.
Figure 2 shows results for the phase diagrams of rank-2
models: set B and set C in both cases. Some general
remarks are in order. First, the presence of the PL
increases the pseudocritical temperature Tcð0Þ in both
models by ∼50 MeV. This can be argued by a simple ana-
lytical formula provided by Ref. [48] and from the fact
that the pure Yang–Mills (YM) sector provides a transition
temperature of T0 ¼ 0.27 GeV [72]. Second, the first-
order transition of the pure YM sector “pushes” the
CEP closer to the T axes. Finally, the effect of the PL
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
T [GeV]
0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
ga
ps
σ1 [GeV]
σB [GeV]
σ2
σA
σC
set B
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
T [GeV]
set C
FIG. 1 (color online). We illustrate the effect of LSB in set B
(left) and set C (right) at μ ¼ 0. For simplicity, the system has
been solved without PL.
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is less significant once the temperature is sufficiently low.
Critical lines of both cases, with and without PL, join
at T ¼ 0.
The explicit value of Tcð0Þ is somewhat high, being
around 0.2 GeV regardless of the model details, while lat-
tice results for two flavors [79] provide a value of 0.17 GeV.
This can be easily amended by rescaling the YM critical
temperature T0 as argued in Ref. [80]. Within nl-PNJL
models, the effect of such a rescaling on the pseudocritical
temperature Tcð0Þ and on the width of the transition has
been explored, e.g., in Refs. [49,50]. In Ref. [77], an
account on the phase diagram in nl-PNJL, with rescaled
T0, can be found (see also Ref. [81]).
For set B, the critical lines, as given in left panel of
Fig. 2, are changed only in the high-T, low-μ region.
Specifically, we obtain a somewhat lower Tcð0Þ for the
LSB case, in accordance with the analytical estimate
(34). The region around CEP is slightly altered, shifting
the value of the CEP to lower T and higher μ for
∼20 MeV.We regard the critical lines for set C, on the right
panel of Fig. 2, as almost identical, with the LSB curve
being only a few MeV below the one reported in
Ref. [48]. This is just a reflection of the results in the pre-
vious section, where, at least for μ ¼ 0, Fig. 1 explicitly
shows that the σA − σC splitting is much stronger for set
B than for set C.
IV. FINITE TEMPERATURE MEAN-FIELD
EQUATION OF STATE
In the following section, first, a brief summary of results
found in Ref. [73] is highlighted in order to explain why
thermodynamic instabilities are in general expected when
one deals with covariant quark models. Technical steps are
omitted for brevity. Moreover, we upgrade the study of the
analytic structure of rank-1 models with a Gaussian regu-
lator [24,25,29] to rank 2, revealing a crucial difference
between these two models, needed for understanding the
thermal behavior of the EoS. Finally, we analyze the differ-
ence of the EoS with and without LS.
A. Instability in covariant chiral quark models
The central quantity is the kinetic contribution to the
thermodynamic potential (6). To understand the principle
mechanism, it is sufficient to conjecture that the quark
propagator has a series of P simple CCMPs. By standard
residue analysis [73] in the case without the PL, one is then
able to obtain
Ωkin ¼ Ωzpt − 4TNfNc
XP
k¼1
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3
× ½logð1þ e−βEkÞ þ logð1þ e−βEkÞ
¼ Ωzpt − 4TNfNc
XP
k¼1
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3
× log½1þ 2 cosðβγkÞe−βϵk þ e−2βϵk ; (42)
where the notation EkðpÞ ¼ ϵkðpÞ þ iγkðpÞ for the CCMPs
was used. They are given as
ϵkðpÞ ¼
1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

ðmRk Þ2 − ðmIkÞ2 þ p2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ðmRk Þ2 − ðmIkÞ2 þ p22 þ 4ðmRk Þ2ðmIkÞ2
q 1=2
(43)
and
γkðpÞ ¼
mRkm
I
k
ϵkðpÞ
¼ 1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

−ðmRk Þ2 þ ðmIkÞ2 − p2
þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
½ðmRk Þ2 − ðmIkÞ2 þ p22 þ 4ðmRk Þ2ðmIkÞ2
q 1=2
;
(44)
where mRk and m
I
k are real and imaginary parts of complex
masses, respectively. In general, they are functions of the
mean fields
mRk ¼ mRk ðσA; σB; σCÞ; mIk ¼ mIkðσA; σB; σCÞ: (45)
The quantityΩzpt represents the zero-point energy. With the
combined logarithms in the second equality, it is easily
observed that a nonzero value of at least one γk leads to
an oscillating EoS. Namely, if the oscillations are expected
in the confining, low-T domain, one can perform an expan-
sion in mRk =T ≫ 1 of the thermal part in Eq. (42). If, in
addition, one assumes that mIk ≪ mRk , then
0 0.1 0.2 0.3
µ [GeV]
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
T 
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]
w PL, LSB
w PL, LS
w/o PL, LS
w/o PL, LSB
set B
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
µ [GeV]
set C
0.15 0.18 0.21
0.16
0.18
0.2
0.23 0.24
0.15
0.16
FIG. 2 (color online). Left (right) panel: phase diagrams for set
B (set C) for cases with and without PL. With PL and LSB, the
results are shown in black, while the results from Ref. [48] are
repeated in red. Blue (orange) lines are results without PL and
with (without) LSB. The dashed line denotes crossover, and
the full line is the first-order transition.
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Ωkin ≃Ωzpt − 4NfNcT4
XP
k¼1

2 cos

mIk
T

mRk
2πT

3=2
e−mRk =T þ

mRk
4πT

3=2
e−2mRk =T

; (46)
which is a generalization of the low-temperature expansion [64] for complex masses.
Including the effect of the PL, i.e., performing a Matsubara sum in Eq. (21), gives
Ωkin ¼ Ωzpt − 4NfT
XP
k¼1
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3 logf1þ 6Φ½ðe
−βϵk þ e−5βϵkÞ cosðβγkÞ
þ ðe−2βϵk þ e−4βϵkÞ cosð2βγkÞ
þ 9Φ2½e−2βϵk þ e−4βϵk þ 2e−2βϵk cosðβγkÞ þ 2e−3βϵk cosð3βγkÞ þ e−6βϵkg; (47)
reflecting the stabilization mechanism by the PL: in the confining phase, Φ ≈ 0, and the oscillating terms are significantly
suppressed. This can be explicitly seen in the low-T expansion of Eq. (47),
Ωkin ≃Ωzpt − 4NfT4
XP
k¼1

6Φ cos

mIk
T

mRk
2πT

3=2
e−mRk =T þ

mRk
10πT

3=2
e−5mRk =T

þ 6Φ cos

2mIk
T

mRk
4πT

3=2
e−2mRk =T þ

mRk
8πT

3=2
e−4mRk =T

þ 9Φ2

mRk
4πT

3=2
e−2mRk =T þ

mRk
8πT

3=2
e−4mRk =T þ 2 cos

mIk
T

mRk
4πT

3=2
e−2mRk =T

þ 2 cos

3mIk
T

mRk
6πT

3=2
e−3mRk =T þ

mRk
12πT

3=2
e−6mRk =T

: (48)
B. Overcritical vs undercritical mass gaps
In the last subsection, we have argued that oscillations
may appear in the EoS if at least one γk is complex.
Now, we will make the preparatory analysis in order
to be able to discuss in which temperature region that
occurs.
To understand the connection between the oscillations
and the mass gap σ1, one traces singularities as functions
of σ1. The salient features will be presented for Gaussian
regulators and in the chiral limit. We will also restrict the
analysis to the lowest-lying poles as they carry all the
essential properties in the temperature range that is
discussed.
For a rank-1 Gaussian model, a value of σ1 > σc1, where
σc1 ¼ Λ0=ð
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2e
p Þ gives only complex poles in the
propagator, while σ1 < σc1 gives also a pair of real poles.
In set A, the vacuum value is overcritical, i.e., σ1 > σc1;
thus, all the poles are complex, and the oscillations are
present in the T ≲ Tc region. More concretely, in the
chiral limit, we have σ1 ¼ 0.402 GeV and σc1 ¼
0.322 GeV. ILM models usually support weaker interac-
tion strengths, as is, e.g., the case for the specific param-
eters discussed here; see Table I. This typically leads to
undercritical gaps; for parameters given in Table I in
the chiral limit, we have σ1 ¼ 0.215 GeV, and
σc1 ¼ 0.387 GeV.
For rank 2, we facilitate the analysis further by con-
sidering the case Λ0 ¼ Λ1. With σ2 ¼ 0, two real poles
exist, as shown on Fig. 3. Any σ2 > 0 brings an extra
pole σ1=σ2 from infinity. As σ2 increases, this singularity
0 1 2 3 4
z/Λ0
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
σ
1/Λ
0
σ2=0
σ2=0.15
σ2=0.3
σ2=0.446
σ2=0.6
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
σ2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
σ
1c
/Λ
0
FIG. 3 (color online). The structure of only real singularities z as
functions of the mass gap σ1 are shown for the Gaussian regulators
of a rank-2 model. Setting σ2 ¼ 0 leads back to the rank-1 model
given by the blue curve. Nonzero values of σ2 then give a family of
red curves, where the green dot gives σc1ðσ2Þ (see the text). The full
function σc1ðσ2Þ is obtained numerically and shown in the inset.
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in turn coalesces with the first two at σ2 ¼ σc2 ¼
2=e3=2 ≃ 0.446, after which point only one real singularity
is present for all values of σ1. At the same time, the thresh-
old σc1 rises as a function of σ2, until it reaches
σc1ðσc2Þ ¼
Λ0ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p

3
e

3=2
; (49)
as shown by the green line in the inset of Fig. 3. The
outcome is that in rank 2 it is easier for the physical mass
gap to be undercritical. A concrete calculation for set B
with Λ0 ¼ Λ1 yields σ1 ¼ 0.497 GeV, σ2 ¼ 0.430, so that
σc1ð0.430Þ ¼ 0.652 GeV, confirming that indeed the gap is
undercritical.
C. Entropy density
At this point, we are ready to analyze the resulting mean
field EoS at finite temperature as obtained from
p ¼ −Ωreg: (50)
It is particularly useful to examine the entropy density
s ¼ dp
dT
: (51)
Being a derivative of the pressure (50) with respect to the
temperature, the entropy density will make any possible
unphysical behavior most transparent, such as the oscilla-
tions found in Ref. [73], and therefore be suitable for select-
ing a preferable model.
If the gap is overcritical, oscillations shall be present in
Gaussian models, the complex exponential of the regulators
giving rise to an infinite number of poles. It is more
involved to extract an analytic structure of set C, containing
cuts as well as poles, so we restrict our discussion to the
numerical results. In all cases, the PL will play an important
role. The results in Fig. 4 are given for all three different
regulators and for the ILMmodel and scaled to the massless
Stefan–Boltzmann (SB) value. Whereas a smooth, monoto-
nous rise in the entropy is expected as the quark degrees of
freedom are liberated, nonphysical oscillations are present
for all three regulators, as anticipated in the first subsection.
To underline the fact that complex singularities are cru-
cial for oscillations, it is useful to consider the comparison
of the entropy in set A (blue) and in the ILM (green, dotted
curve). The low-T region is shown in the inset on the left
panel. There, it is clearly visible that the effect of the
CCMPs is given in the low-temperature region for set A
but not for the ILM. The reason is that, since the mass
gap in the latter case is undercritical, the lowest-lying sin-
gularities, which dominate the entropy at low T, are real;
see also Fig. 3.
Furthermore, the SB limit is well saturated already at
T ≳ Tc when the system is not coupled to the PL; see
the blue curve on the left panel of Fig. 4. A significant
change in the onset is achieved when coupling to the
PL, but this should be attributed to the fact that the PL
potential UðΦÞ is fitted to lattice data for the pressure of
pure glue.
For set B, which in addition has the WFR channel, the
mass gap becomes undercritical (see Fig. 3), so that the
behavior of entropy is monotonous at T ≲ Tc as observed
by the red curve in the left panel of Fig. 4. In contrast, here,
the oscillatory behavior is present exclusively at T ≳ Tc.
Because of the analysis in the first subsection, we may
again attribute this behavior to complex singularities.
But, since σB is drastically reduced, they are linked to
the analytical properties of the WFR term.
To confirm this conjecture, it is sufficient to look for
complex poles for set B in a idealized scenario in which
the mass gap is zero and where Aðp2Þ ¼ Cðp2Þ. If we
are able to prove that there are poles in the degenerate quark
propagator (7) with Bðp2Þ ¼ 0, besides the massless one,
then we can use Eq. (42) to again argue that they are
responsible for oscillations seen in Fig. 4. For set B,
one can show that the condition Að−E2kÞ ¼ 0, is fulfilled
with
ϵkðpÞ ¼
Λ1ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
" ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p2
Λ21
− log σ2

2
þ ð2kþ 1Þ2π2
s
þ p
2
Λ21
− log σ2
#1=2
; γkðpÞ ¼
ð2kþ 1Þπ
2ϵkðpÞ
Λ21; (52)
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FIG. 4 (color online). Scaled entropy density as a function of
temperature. The left panel is without PL, while the right panel
includes the PL. Notice the temperature mismatch in the oscilla-
tions for set A vs sets B and C. Since the gap in the ILM model is
undercritical, there are no oscillations in the low-T phase even in
the case without the PL, as shown in the inset.
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where k ∈ Z and for set C
EkðpÞ ¼ Λ1

1þ p
2
Λ21
− ðαz þ σ2 þ αzσ2Þ2=5e2πk5 i

1=2
; (53)
with k ¼ 0; 1;…; 4. Interestingly, in set B, even though
the number of poles is infinite, we can still find a clear
hierarchy. For example, if σ2 ¼ 1, then
mRk ¼ mIk ¼ Λ1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
π
2
þ kπ
r
:
Notice also that, as σ2 → 0, for set B, we find ϵkðpÞ → ∞
and γkðpÞ→ 0, ensuring that, in the high-temperature range
where σ2 → 0, one is left with the usual massless singular-
ity. The analogous formula for set C (53) is valid only when
σ2 ≠ 0: the limiting case is provided by going back to
the original formula p2A2ðp2Þ ¼ 0. More importantly, as
Eqs. (52) and (53) are double poles, the SB limit is even-
tually exceeded, as demonstrated by the red curve in Fig. 4.
This unsatisfactory result is readily improved with the
lattice-adjusted set C parametrization; the oscillation is
somewhat reduced, giving an entropy within the SB bound,
over the whole temperature range.
Introducing the PL to the system leads to a dramatically
improved behavior. As the right panel of Fig. 4 indicates,
there is a smooth rise in the entropy for set A, in accordance
with Eq. (47). The PL is very successful in taming the oscil-
lations in a theory with CCMPs, as its value is zero in the
low-temperature, confined phase. As the confinement tran-
sition is coincident with the chiral one, the only poles that
the PL are able to strongly suppress are the ones present
before the chiral transition. Therefore, the oscillation in
set B, due to the double poles, is still present, albeit largely
reduced, owing to the fact that Φ is still less than unity in
that region. For set C, the oscillation was smaller to begin
with, so when the PL smooths that out, all that is left is
again a monotonous rise, as observed by the black curve
in the right panel of Fig. 4. The same effect is visible in
a recent calculation in Nf ¼ 2þ 1 nl-PNJL [82].
D. Influence of Lorentz symmetry breaking
The influence of LSB is minor, being somewhat stronger
for set B. In particular, the two black curves in the right
panel of Fig. 4 for entropy density in set C with PL are
almost identical, whereas for set B, LSB can lead even
to a 20% increase for T ≳ Tc. A qualitative understanding
of this effect can be achieved from the quasiparticle picture
given by Eq. (26). The particular value of the entropy could
be seen as the interplay of the two effects: increasing mqp
decreases the entropy (“loss” term), while increasing vqp
increases the entropy (“gain” term). A ratio of the masses
and the velocities for the LSB and the LS case yields
vLSBqp
vLSqp
¼ 1þ σA
1þ σC
;
mLSBqp
mLSqp
¼ 1þ σ2
1þ σC
; (54)
where we have used that vLSqp ¼ 1, and σ1 ≃ σB, which is
well fulfilled in our case; see Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, we also
deduce that σ2 > σA; thus,
mLSBqp
mLSqp
∶
vLSBqp
vLSqp
¼ 1þ σ2
1þ σA
> 1; (55)
which can be interpreted to mean that the loss term in the
entropy density is less significantly affected by LSB than
the gain term, providing a net increase of the entropy
density.
V. MESON DECAY WIDTHS AT FINITE
TEMPERATURE
At this point, we discuss the thermal behavior of mesonic
degrees of freedom. In a local NJL setup, this has been thor-
oughly studied. We expect that nonlocal interactions might
induce new features particularly into the picture of meson
dissociation in the plasma. The aim is to deduce qualitative
influence of nonlocal interactions on the aspect of Mott
physics such as resonance broadening and also to discuss
the effects of the WFR channel. Since the explicit calcula-
tions are performed with LSB, all the mean fields are
denoted as σA;B;C.
The in-medium features of correlations are encoded in
the meson polarization function [27,78,83,84]
ΠMðνm; jqjÞ ¼
8Nc
3
T
X∞
n¼−∞
Z
d3p
ð2πÞ3 trC

g2ð ~p2nÞ
×
KMð ~ω2n;p2; ν2m;q2Þ
Dðð ~ωþn Þ2; ðpþÞ2ÞDðð ~ω−n Þ2; ðp−Þ2Þ

;
(56)
with
KMð ~ω2n;p2;ν2m;q2Þ¼ð ~ωþn ~ω−n ÞCðð ~pþn Þ2ÞCðð ~p−n Þ2Þ
þðpþ ·p−ÞAðð ~pþn Þ2ÞAðð ~p−n Þ2Þ
Bðð ~pþn Þ2ÞBðð ~p−n Þ2Þ; (57)
generalized in order to include effects of LSB. We use
the subscript M for specifying the meson M ¼ π, σ and
denote the meson 4-momentum as qm ¼ ðνm;qÞ, where
νm ¼ 2mπT are the bosonic Matsubara frequencies.
Furthermore, ~pn ¼ ð ~ωn ;pÞ, with ~ωn ¼ ~ωn  νm=2,
and p ¼ p q=2 and
Dð−z2;p2Þ ¼ p2A2ð−z2 þ p2Þ − z2C2ð−z2 þ p2Þ
þ B2ð−z2 þ p2Þ: (58)
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It will be crucial to note that Eq. (56) is valid only for sets
A–C. The polarization function in the ILM follows by
making a replacement,
g2ð ~p2nÞ → r2ðð ~pþn Þ2Þr2ðð ~p−n Þ2Þ; (59)
in the first term after the square bracket in Eq. (56). The
regulator in the Bðp2Þ function in the propagator is altered
accordingly, i.e., so that gðp2Þ → r2ðp2Þ.
A. Meson widths
The width is obtained by renormalizing the meson
propagator. For simplicity, if we take the vacuum propaga-
tor in Euclidean space and expand it around q2 ¼ −m2M,
Δðq2Þ ¼ 1− 1GS þ ΠMðq2Þ
→
g2Mq¯q
q2 þm2M þ iΓMmM
; (60)
where ΓM is the meson width
ΓM ¼ g2Mq¯q
ImðΠMÞ
mM
(61)
and gMq¯q is the effective quark-meson coupling, or the
meson wave function renormalization
g2Mq¯q ¼
∂ReðΠMÞ
∂q2
−1
q2¼−m2M
: (62)
We will obtain ImðΠMÞ as a function of the meson energy,
denoted by q0, at rest q ¼ 0. In doing so, we will use sev-
eral simplifications and approximations, to be stated pre-
cisely in the following.
First of all, it is known in the literature [34,83,85] that an
elaborate analytic continuation of the polarization loop is
possible that does not lead to thresholds in the case the sin-
gularities of the quark propagator are complex. In other
words, if the quark propagator has only complex singular-
ities, the meson is stable.
As we have shown, some of the models that we study
here, like set A, have such property in the vacuum. On
the other hand, models like set B and the ILM have also
real singularities in the vacuum. Taking the parameters
given in Table I, their values, denoted as mL, are mL ¼
0.508 GeV for set B and mL ¼ 0.331 GeV for the ILM.
So, in principle, if the condition for the kinematic threshold
is satisfied, i.e., if mM > 2mL, the meson must be unstable.
It turns out that, for set B and the ILM, this is not the case—
in other words, pion and sigma mesons are stable in the
vacuum, and the explicit values are collected in Table II.
Proceeding to finite T, it is possible for mesons to
develop finite imaginary parts if some of kinematic thresh-
olds become allowed. A complete discussion requires map-
ping the behavior of the singularities as a function of
temperature, which in turn requires mapping them as a
function of the mean fields σA;B;C. In the case of rank-1
models, like set A and the ILM, we have a single mean
field σB. Then, the thermal dependence of the lowest-lying
singularities can be numerically mapped and are shown on
Fig. 5 for set A in the chiral limit, where singularities are
complex in vacuum. As the temperature increases, σB
decreases— when it reduces below σcB, we have real singu-
larities, denoted as mL and mH. The singularity mH
TABLE II. For sets A–C, and the ILM, the table collects va-
cuum values of the mass gaps σB, the critical values σcB at which
the physical continuum moves from the real axes, together with
the respective temperature Tcont where this happens. We also
provide the Mott temperatures for π and σ mesons. Note that,
for set A, the physical mass gap is overcritical, while for set
B and the ILM, it is undercritical. For set C, the imaginary
part develops continuously from the current quark mass m.
Therefore, the continuum is present in the ILM and sets B
and C already at T ¼ 0. The table also gives the actual values
for the lowest real singularities in the vacuum, denoted by mL.
Furthermore, we provide the vacuum values of the masses and
the quark-pion couplings.
Set A Set B Set C ILM
σB [GeV] 0.424 0.429 0.442 0.284
σcB [GeV] 0.317 0.557 0.0 0.391
mL [GeV]    0.508    0.330
Tcont [GeV] 0.208 0 0 0
TπMott [GeV] 0.21 0.21 0.22 0.20
TσMott [GeV] 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.20
mπ [GeV] 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.14
mσ [GeV] 0.68 0.63 0.56 0.4
gπq¯q 4.62 5.74 4.74 2.47
0.13 0.14 0.15 0.16 0.17
T/Λ0
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FIG. 5 (color online). Temperature dependence of lowest sin-
gularities for set A in the chiral limit and without the Polyakov
loop. The full blue and dotted blue lines are the real (mR) and
imaginary (mI) parts of the lowest lying singularity, respectively.
Beyond a certain temperature given by the condition σBðTÞ ¼ σcB,
these poles join on the real axis to form two real poles, mL given
by the red dashed line and mH given by the green dashed-dotted
line. The mass gap σB is also shown to illustrate how, as T → Tc,
mL approaches σB.
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becomes very heavy as we approach chiral restoration—
therefore, the meson will not decay into the state mH.
On the contrary, mL becomes the massless, chiral singular-
ity; therefore, we consider the decay of the meson to mL.
For set B and set C models, where additional mean fields
are present, we do not map the singularities as functions of
the mean fields, although this is, in principle, possible.
Based on the previous analysis in the vacuum, and for
rank-1 models also at finite temperature, we anticipate
the following idealized scenario. At low temperatures, all
the singularities in the models are either complex or real,
but in both cases, they are at least of the order of the scale of
the regulators fðp2Þ and gðp2Þ, which is out of reach as a
continuum threshold. Increasing the temperature, the mass
gap drops. This forces one pole to proceed to mqp as
defined in Eq. (26) and then to the origin in the complex
plane becoming the physical, current quark mass for very
high temperatures. See Fig. 5 for an explicit example in the
case of rank 1. The other auxiliary states have either com-
plex masses or very heavy real masses. In either case, it is
important to realize that they will not contribute to the
imaginary part. In total, the imaginary part, and therefore
nonzero width, will be generated by the decay of the meson
to the singularity that continuously evolves to the current
quark mass.
Now, we can calculate the imaginary part by applying
the iϵ prescription for the mass mqp,
Im½ΠMð−iq0; 0Þ ¼ 1
2i
½ΠMð−iðq0 þ iϵÞ; 0Þ
− ΠMð−iðq0 − iϵÞ; 0Þ; (63)
where the bosonic Matsubara frequencies were analytically
continued to iνm → q0 and where the imaginary part will be
calculated at q ¼ 0. The master formula for performing the
summation over the fermionic Matsubara frequencies, as
well as the detailed derivation of the imaginary part of
Eq. (56), are collected in the Appendix A. Here, we quote
the final result for sets A–C,
Im½ΠMð−iq0; 0Þ ¼ dq
16π
½1 − nΦþðq0=2Þ − nΦ−ðq0=2Þ
×
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −

2mqp
q0

2
s
g2

q20
4
−m2qp

×
KM

0; q
2
0
4
−m2qp;−q20; 0

h
D0

− q20
4
; q
2
0
4
−m2qp
i
2
× θ

q0
2
−mqp

; (64)
with D0 defined by Eq. (A4). The square bracket in the first
line of Eq. (64) defines the Pauli blocking term, with nΦðzÞ
being the generalized occupation number for fermions in
the presence of the Polyakov loop Φ and its conjugate Φ¯,
nΦðzÞ¼
Φ¯e−βðz∓μÞ þ2Φe−2βðz∓μÞ þe−3βðz∓μÞ
1þ3Φ¯e−βðz∓μÞ þ3Φe−2βðz∓μÞ þe−3βðz∓μÞ : (65)
The imaginary part of the polarization loop ImðΠMÞ for the
ILM follows by making the replacement (59) while taking
into account that the quasiparticle energies are dictated
by energy conservation, see the δ function in Eq. (A7),
yielding
g2

q20
4
−m2qp

→ r4ð−m2qpÞ: (66)
Notice that as the quasiparticle mass goes to the current
quark mass; in the ILM model, this prefactor
r4ð−m2qpÞ→ 1. On the other hand, in sets A–C, ignoring
the small current mass, we will still be left with
g2ðq20=4Þ. This might have a significant impact in the
high-T phase, depending on the value of q0.
It is interesting to discuss the local limit, where we obtain
KM≃q
2
0
4
C20þ

q20
4
−m2qp

A20m2qp; D0≃C20: (67)
Furthemore, by taking A0, C0 → 1, we reproduce the local
NJL result [86]
Im½ΠMð−iq0;0Þ→ dq
16π
½1−nΦþðq0=2Þ
−nΦ−ðq0=2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1−

2mqp
q0

2
s
×

q20
4
−m2qpm2qp

θ

q0
2
−mqp

: (68)
On the other hand, by using Eq. (67), in the chiral limit, we
obtain
KM
ðD0Þ2 →
q20
4
1
C20
ð1þ v2qpÞ: (69)
This result shows that introducing WFR can significantly
reduce the imaginary part. In addition, if LSB by the
medium is acknowledged, owing to the fact that
vqp < 1, the imaginary part will be even more reduced.
As we expect degeneracy of the meson states above the
chiral transition temperature, in practice, it will be sufficient
to consider the pion width. To do that, we need two more
ingredients: q0 and gπq¯q. In local NJL, see e.g., Ref. [86],
and 3D nl-NJL studies [23], it is shown that gπq¯q is a slowly
varying function of the temperature. Actually, for gπq¯q,
this can be naturally understood from the quark-level
Goldberger–Treiman relation gπq¯q ∼mqp=fπ , where fπ is
the pion decay constant. Up to the temperatures close to
chiral restoration, both mqp and fπ are constant, while
around and after Tc, they both get monotonously reduced.
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Hence, to get an idea of the pion width also in a covariant
(four-dimensional) nl-PNJL setup, we make a rough
approximation by replacing the thermal dependence of
the quark-pion coupling gπq¯q by its vacuum value. The cal-
culated values for all the models considered in this work are
collected in Table II.
B. Meson masses
To calculate the width, we still need q0, which should, in
principle, be given by the dynamical, pole mass mpoleM ,
obtained from its Bethe–Salpeter equation at zero meson
momentum q ¼ 0:
1 −GSΠMð−impoleM ; 0Þ ¼ 0: (70)
While such calculations are straightforward in local NJL
models, the covariant approach presents technical difficul-
ties. Namely, a complete analysis requires performing
Matsubara summation analytically. Since the polarization
loop contains a pair of quark propagators, via residue cal-
culus, this will, in principle, lead to a double summation
over all the singularities present in the propagator, requiring
that their behavior first needs to be traced as a function of
the mean fields σA;B;C. Note that this is significantly more
involved than the imaginary part since here we need the
information on singularities in the low- as well as in the
high-T regimes, whereas, for the imaginary part, we needed
only one singularity in the high-T regime.
Since the aim of the present section is the qualitative
analysis of the meson widths obtained within models,
for q0, we have chosen to use by hand the meson screening
masses [27,78,83,84] mspatM given by solving the equation
1 −GSΠMð0;−imspatM Þ ¼ 0: (71)
This simplification is supported by a calculation in local
NJL models [87,88], where a careful comparison of both
screening and pole masses lead to the following conclusion:
at low temperatures, below the chiral restoration tempera-
ture, the screening masses closely follow the dynamical
ones. However, at temperatures above the chiral restoration,
screening masses were found to be somewhat higher in
value. It should be emphasized that both the screening
and the pole masses were found to follow the expected pat-
tern of chiral symmetry breaking and restoration.
C. Discussion of the results
In Fig. 6, we plot the sigma and pion spatial masses, as
calculated from Eq. (71). Besides the spatial meson masses,
it is instructive to show the “continuum” states defined by
2mqp, where mqp is given by Eq. (26). Strictly speaking,
these states need not be present as actual singularities of
the quark propagator up to some high temperature, as
was previously discussed.
Returning to our canonical example in set A, the continuum
states are developed only after the temperature at which
σB ¼ σcB. For finite current quark mass, this happens at
Tcont ¼ 0.208 GeV.Letusnowdefine theMott temperaturesby
mspatM ðTMottM Þ ¼ 2mqpðTMottM Þ:
Now, from Fig. 6, we observe that the Mott temperatures for
both π and σ are higher than Tcont, i.e., TMottπ ¼ 0.213 GeV,
TMottσ ¼ 0.212 GeV, thus providing a picture in which the
continuum of states should be first realized in the singularities
of the quark propagator, so that the meson decay can happen
only at higher temperatures. This is also the situation in all
other models, i.e., TMottM > Tcont for sets B and C and the
ILM. The complete set of values of Mott and continuum
temperatures is collected in Table II.
We see that introducing WFR lowers the continuum
according to the Eq. (26). Also, the σ mesonmass is reduced,
which one would naively agree to from the PNJL setting in
which mσ ≃ 2mqp. The meson screening masses are joining
at the chiral restoration temperature and tend to rise steeply
beyond that point, approaching 1 GeV already around
T ≃ 0.3 GeV, with the steepest rise for set B. The results
for the ILM model single out because of its small mass
gap, which in turn leads to a smoother transition into the
chirally restored phase. As a further consequence, the sigma
meson mass is almost twice reduced in the vacuum.
We calculate the widths by using spatial masses in
Eq. (61) and in Eq. (64) by replacing q0 → m
spat
M , instead
of the more accepted mpoleM . This certainly introduces an
error in our calculation, but since the qualitative behavior
of both spatial and dynamical masses is the same, it will
nevertheless provide a valuable study. In that sense, our
results will be best seen as a study of the thermal
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FIG. 6 (color online). The panels display screening masses for
π and σ mesons for different sets. The results for sets B and C are
only for the LSB case.
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dependence of the imaginary part of the polarization loop.
Namely, instead of using a phenomenological fitting func-
tion for the mass as a function of the temperature, we
employ the calculated screening masses. Then, since the
width and the imaginary part are proportional, the conven-
tion for calculating the width itself is motivated by the fact
that we would like to interpret our results physically.
Figure 7 shows themain result of this section. For sets A–C,
inspired by the separable DSE calculation, the widths follow a
generic pattern. In the low-temperature region, we find a steep
rise,mostly due to themesonmass itself; see, e.g., the local and
thechiral limit (69), atwhichonehasaquadraticdependenceon
the meson mass in the imaginary part of the polarization loop,
giving a linear slope for thewidth; seeEq. (61).But, since in the
nonlocalmodels, thecomplete imaginarypart, and therefore the
width, ismultiplied by the regulator, it is this factor that dictates
the high-temperature behavior. Namely, as gðp2Þ is a rapidly
decreasing function of momenta [see Eqs. (10)–(12)], and
because for sets A–C the argument is a rising function of the
temperature, it eventually overwhelms the quadratic depend-
ence and provides a characteristic decrease in the width.
Therefore, in the high-temperature phase, the width drops to
zero.Thequantitative result showninFig.7mightbe somewhat
exaggerateddueto the fact that thescreeningmassessteeply rise
with the temperature, making the decline of Γπ more dramatic.
Nevertheless, the qualitative behavior should be considered as
generictothisclassofmodels.Inthatregard,letusalsocomment
on the fact that, as announced in the previous subsection, the
width overall gets somewhat reduced when the WFR channel
is introduced. This is demonstrated by the dashed, red, and
dashed-dotted, black curves in Fig. 7.
Concentrating on the ILM calculation of the width, the
result we obtain is completely different: because of the fact
that the regulator in this case has a different momentum
dependence in the polarization loop, see Eqs. (59) and
(66), there is no dependence on the meson mass in the regu-
lator, and its effect at high temperatures is highly sup-
pressed. This results in a monotonous rise of Γπ , shown
by the full green curve, in the low- as well as in the
high-temperature regions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we have discussed a class of nonlocal
Polyakov–Nambu–Jona-Lasinio models which are suitably
adjusted to model the behavior of the quark propagator in
the vacuum as determined in lattice QCD simulations.
These are extrapolated to finite T and μ whereby the
new element of medium induced Lorentz symmetry break-
ing is introduced. In Sec. III, we have examined the influ-
ence of this term on the phase diagram, in the mean-field
approximation. While LSB provides a significant differ-
ence in the wave function renormalization channel mean
fields after Tc, we conclude the critical properties and
the EoS do not change appreciably. We find, in general,
that models with WFR tend to slightly lower the position
of the CEP on the critical line. Complementary to numeri-
cal results, a thorough analytic study of the critical behavior
in the vacuum and in the medium was given. Where
possible, analytical limits to the local Polyakov–Nambu–
Jona-Lasinio model were also given. While these are only
estimates, it might be interesting to also examine a nontri-
vial WFR in a complete numerical setup of the local
Polyakov–Nambu–Jona-Lasinio model.
In Sec. IV, we have calculated the EoS, concluding
that for a wide class of nl-NJL models the EoS is oscil-
latory. We have demonstrated that, in contrast to rank-1
models with Gaussian regulator, for rank-2 models with
Gaussian regulators, the mass gap is undercritical, thus
giving a mismatch in the temperature at which the oscil-
lations in the EoS occur. While for rank 1 they occur in
the chirally broken phase, in rank 2, they occur in the
chirally restored phase. For Lorentzian regulators, as in
set C, we have found that the oscillations are also
present, but somewhat less drastic. Such oscillations vio-
late general thermodynamic criteria for the stability of the
system and are not observed in lattice calculations. We
have found that an improvement of the gluon sector,
e.g., in the form of the Polyakov loop, significantly
improves the thermodynamics. Nevertheless, since the
Polyakov loop is finite in the high-temperature phase,
the oscillations in rank-2 models are only reduced.
In Sec. V, we have presented a detailed derivation and
a discussion of the widths in the covariant version of
nonlocal models. We emphasize that the latter was com-
pletely absent from the literature, although the model
itself has been present in the community for more than
two decades. The basic problem is the covariance of the
approach. More precisely, the fact that it is defined in
Euclidean space makes “Minkowski quantities” like the
dynamical meson masses and widths, difficult to obtain.
Since we do not claim that we have solved this hard
problem3, the main drawback being that we have not
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FIG. 7 (color online). The figure displays the approximate pion
widths calculated from Eqs. (61) for sets A–C and the ILM.
3A first step in solving it would be to map the analytic structure
of the quark propagator in the complex plane. This is a highly
nontrivial task, addressed only very recently [89–91].
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calculated the dynamical pole masses but the spatial ones,
we are nevertheless of the opinion that the results that we
do display are still interesting to the community, as they
bear a qualitative significance.
Thus, given the roughness of our approximations, we
can state the following. First, the meson widths, as cal-
culated in our approximation are not strongly affected by
the shape of the regulator that is used. Second, introduc-
ing WFR and LSB reduces the widths to some extent.
Third, the most interesting result comes from investigat-
ing the different ways nonlocal interactions can be intro-
duced. For sets A–C, in which the nonlocality is inspired
by a separable DSE model, the widths rapidly decline at
high temperatures. On the other hand, if the nonlocality is
introduced via ILM, the width is a rising function of tem-
perature. It should be noted that the latter result is also
similar to what is seen in local [86] or 3D nonlocal [23]
NJL studies.
Future studies should acknowledge that after the Mott
transition are the two-body scattering states, rather than
the resonances that play a crucial role [60]. Bearing in
mind the technical difficulties encountered within the
present approach, we may speculate that one possible
way to proceed while still keeping the covariant setup
would be to put forward the picture of complex-conjugate
singularities in a Gribov–Zwanziger framework, in which
they would be seen as elementary fields. From a practical
point of view, such kind of modeling would use a smaller
number of fictitious states. For example, recently, it has
been shown that it is possible to construct bound states
that have a Lehmann representation in the vacuum for a
Gribov–Zwanziger model with scalar fields [92]. To our
best knowledge, fermionic models of such kind are under
development [36].
Alternatively, one may abandon covariant models and
use a more physical “gauge,” such as the Coulomb gauge,
discussed, e.g., in Refs. [93,94], for describing the in-
medium physics of correlations in both the hadron and
the QGP phases. We shall come back to this question in
a forthcoming investigation.
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APPENDIX: POLARIZATION FUNCTION
AT FINITE TEMPERATURE
In this Appendix, the derivation of the imaginary part of
the in-medium polarization function (56) will be per-
formed. For clarity, we study the case in which μ ¼ 0,
φ3 ¼ 0 and the mesons are at rest q ¼ 0. By analytically
continuing ωn → −iz, and using νm ¼ −iq0, the integrand
of the polarization function takes the form
πMðzÞ ¼ f2ð−z2 þ p2Þ KMð−z
2;p2;−q20; 0Þ
Dð−z2þ;p2ÞDð−z2−;p2Þ ; (A1)
where z ¼ z q02 and where we suppressed the p and q0
dependence of πM for brevity. The master formula for
Matsubara summation is then
−2πiT X∞
n¼−∞
πM

iωn − iνm
2

¼
Z −i∞
i∞
dzπMðzÞ þ
Z
i∞þδ
−i∞þδ
dzπMðzÞnðzþÞ
−
Z
i∞−δ
−i∞−δ
dzπMðzÞnð−zþÞ; (A2)
where on the left-hand side we used translational invari-
ance, with nðzÞ ¼ ð1þ eβzÞ−1 and δ > 0 infinitesimal. It
is crucial to observe that the integrals can be performed
using the information on the singularity structure of the
propagator in the whole complex plane. Although these
can be rather complicated, we shall assume that, at some
not-too-high temperature, the only singularities are simple
poles at mqp; see the previous discussion in the text. Then,
the only singularities of the propagator that we need to
worry about are Eqp, where Eqp ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
v2qpp2 þm2qp
q
, and
Eaqp ¼ Eqp þ aq0=2, with a ¼ .
Evaluating the first integral by closing the contour with a
large semicircle at ReðzÞ > 0, we obtain
Z −i∞
i∞
dzπMðzÞ ¼ 2πi
X
a¼
ResðEaqpÞ;
where
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ResðEaqpÞ ¼ − f
2ð−ðEaqpÞ2 þ p2Þ
2Eqp
KMð−ðEaqpÞ2;p2;−q20; 0Þ
D0ð−E2qp;p2ÞDð−ðEqp þ aq0Þ2;p2Þ : (A3)
Here, we denoted
D0ðp2Þ ¼ ∂D=∂p2: (A4)
Since the distribution function nðzÞ has poles only on the imaginary axis, the evaluation of the remaining integrals is
performed in a similar way. The only subtle step is acknowledging that nðz q0Þ ¼ nðz iνmÞ ¼ nðzÞ. For Eq. (A2),
we obtain
T
X∞
n¼−∞
πM

iωn − iνm
2

¼ −½1 − 2nðEqpÞ
X
a¼
ResðEaqpÞ; (A5)
where we have used that ResðEaqpÞ ¼ −Resð−EaqpÞ.
The imaginary part develops from the point where Eqp ¼ q0=2, which, owing to fact that we deal with real poles, can be
handled by the iϵ prescription. To obtain Eq. (63), it is sufficient to calculate
ResðE−qp þ iϵÞ − ResðE−qp − iϵÞ ¼ − f
2ð−ðE−qpÞ2 þ p2Þ
2Eqp
KMð−ðE−qpÞ2;p2;−q20; 0Þ
D0ð−E2qp;p2Þ
×

1
Dð−ðEqp − q0 þ iϵÞ2;p2Þ −
1
Dð−ðEqp − q0 − iϵÞ2;p2Þ

; (A6)
where we have used the fact that the only discontinuities arise from the denominator. By expanding around
Eqp ¼ q0=2,
Dð−ðEqp − q0 − iϵÞ2;p2Þ → 2q0ðE−qp∓iϵÞD0ð−q20=4;p2Þ;
and using the Plemelj formula, the following discontinuity develops:
ResðE−qp þ iϵÞ − ResðE−qp − iϵÞ ¼ f
2ð−ðE−qpÞ2 þ p2Þ
4q0Eqp
KMð−ðE−qpÞ2;p2;−q20; 0Þ
D0ð−E2qp;p2ÞD0ð−q20=4;p2Þ ð−2iπÞδðE
−
qpÞ: (A7)
Plugging Eq. (A7) into Eq. (A5) and back into the original formula (56) for the polarization function yields
Im½ΠMð−iq0Þ ¼ dq
16π
½1 − 2nðq0=2Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1 −

2mqp
q0

2
s
f2

q20
4
−m2qp
KM0; q204 −m2qp;−q20; 0h
D0

− q20
4
; q
2
0
4
−m2qp
i
2
θ

q0
2
−mqp

: (A8)
Introducing the chemical potential and the Polyakov loop is now a simple matter. By generalizing 2nðzÞ → nΦþðzÞ þ nΦ−ðzÞ,
one arrives at Eq. (64).
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